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A B S T R A C T 

App for online OPD appointment and sanitarium information system is an organized computerize system designed and programmed to deal with day to day 

life operations and operation of the sanitarium conditioning. The program can look after convalescents, rehabilitants, records, database treatment status 

illness, billings in the drugstore and labs. It also maintains sanitarium information similar as ward id, croakers in charge and department administering. The 

major problem for the case currently to get report after discussion, numerous sanitarium managing reports in their system it’s not available to the case when 

he/ she's outdoors. In this design we're going to give the redundant installation to store the report in the database and make available from anywhere in the 

world. Hospital Management System is an systematized computerized system designed and programmed to deal with day to day operations and operation of 

the sanitarium conditioning. The program can look after convalescents, rehabilitants, records, database treatments, status illness, billings in the drugstore and 

labs. It also maintains sanitarium information similar as ward id, croakers in charge and department administering. The major problem for the case currently 

to get report after discussion, numerous sanitarium managing reports in their system but it’s not available to the case when he/ she's outdoors. In this design 

we're going to give redundant installation to store the report in the database and make available from anywhere in the world. 
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1. Introduction 

Hospital Management system includes enrollment of cases, storing their details into the system, and also motorized billing in the drugstore, and labs. The 

software has the installation to give a unique id for every case and stores the details of every case and the staff automatically. It includes a hunt installation 

to know the current status of each room. Stoner can search vacuity of a croaker and the details of a case using the id. The Hospital Management System 

can be entered using a username and word. It's accessible either by an director or receptionist. Only they can add data into the database. The data can be 

recaptured fluently. The interface is veritably stoner-friendly. The data are well defended for particular use and makes the data processing veritably presto. 

Hospital Management System is important, flexible, and easy to use and is designed and developed to deliver real conceivable benefits to hospitals.  

The main theme of this offer was to develop a smart appointment reserving system, that provides cases or any stoner an easy way of reserving a croaker’s 

appointment online in health care. The design OPD Appointment and Hospital Information System includes patient appointment, enrollment of cases, 

storing their details into the system, storing croakers details etc. This system overcomes problem of searching croakers by helping druggies to get croaker 

according to their need. A well-conditioned systematized platform which is veritably handy and easy to use indeed in pastoral side of India.  
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2. Related Work 

1.The current homemade system has a lot of paperwork and it doesn't deal with old and new card purchase and trade. 2. To maintain the 

record of trade and service manually, is a time consuming job. 3. With the increase in database, it'll come a massive job to maintain the 

database. 4. Requires large amounts of train closets, which are huge and bear a relatively big space in the office, which can be use for 

storing records of former details. 5. The reclamation of records of preliminarily registered cases will be a tedious job. 6. Lack of security 

for the records, anyone derange the records of your system. 7. If someone want to check the details of the available croakers the former 

system doesn't give any necessary details of this type. 

Fig.1 Use case Diagram of OPD appointment and HIS 

 

2. Methodology 

                  

 
1 Start  

2 Sign up using right credential. Select the proper role for self from admin, patient and doctor.  

3 Login to the respective role.   

4 Getting access user fill their detail info into the system.   
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5 Patient can take the appointment according to his respected doctor.   

6 Patient send request to doctor for appointment.  

7 Doctor can approve the appointment according to his availability.   

8 Admin also have access to approvedthe appointment and change the status.   

9Stop   

 

Binary Search  

 
We implement the algorithm of binary search using python as shown below. We use an ordered list of items and design a 
recursive   function to take in the list along with starting and ending index as input. Then, the binary search function calls 
itself till find the searched . 
 

Language used : 

Python, Djangoframework  – Used for backend 

HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap  – Used for frontend  

MySQL – Used for database 

 

We use django for creating this design. django is a free and open source python grounded web frame. Which give erected in admin panel to us. Django is 

grounded on MVT ( Model- View-Template) armature MVT is a software development pattern for developing a web operation. Occasionally it's also 

appertained to as MTV (Model-Template-View). MVT is a design pattern or design armature that django follows to produce web operation. It's slightly 

different from the generally used MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern.  
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Fig.2 Django- MVT 

3. Experimental  Result 

 

. Figures shows the results of online OPD appointment and hospital information system. Fig. (3) shows the original image. It is the 
image obtained by login in to the admin module. Fig (4) shows the page where patient take an appointment. There are three modules in it 
first is admin ,second is patient and third is doctor. Admin is the mainuser of our system, it have all the access to the system.  

 

 
 

           Fig. 3.Homepage, 4. Patient Appointment 

4. Conclusion 

 We apply this system for better stoner experience. This system is veritably easy to pierce also for establish real time communication, using 

ultramodern and updated technology.  

  Compared to the usual queuing system, the web grounded appointment system could significantly increase case’s satisfaction with 

enrollment and reduce total waiting time effectively. Still, farther advancements are demanded for broad use of the system.  

 The description of the background and environment of the design and its relation to work formerly done in the area.  

 We understand the problem sphere and produce the model of the system, which describe operations that can be performed on the system. 
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